SLOW BOAT TO CHINA
John Prine/Bobby Whitlock/Linda Whitlock

Intro:  E

LET'S TAKE A SLOW BOAT TO CHINA. LEAVE FROM SOUTH CAROLINA
LET'S TAKE OUR TIME AND GO THE LONG WAY
ON A JUNK BOAT TO THAILAND WITH YOUR HAND IN MINE HAND
I SURE HOPE WE GOT SOMETHING TO SAY

WELL, THIS OLD BOAT'S GO NO SAIL SO WON'T YOU PLEASE HOLD OUR MAIL-
FOR A WHILE  THANKS ANYWAY PAL BUT THE SUEZ CANAL - AIN'T OUR STYLE

LET'S TAKE A SLOW BOAT TO CHINA AND MAYBE WE'LL FIND A
NEW WAY TO PLAY THOSE SAME OLD GAMES
THE STARS JUST MIGHT SHOW US AND THE CAPTAIN WILL KNOW US
SHAKE OUR HANDS AND CALL US BY OUR FIRST NAMES
WE'LL SEND A POSTCARD TO GRANDPA OF A VASE OR RICKSHAW- HE DON'T CARE
WE'LL BUY MOM A KIMONO OR MAYBE WE'LL JUST PHONE HER - WHEN WE'RE THERE

Instrumental:  E

WE'LL DRINK SAKE AT NIGHT BENEATH THE SOFT HARBOUR LIGHTS- ON THE BAY
WE'LL BUILD HOUSE ON THE HILL NEXT TO SHANGRI-LI BILL – AND WE’LL STAY

Let's take that SLOW BOAT TO CHINA (LET'S GO)
SLOW BOAT TO CHINA (REAL SLOW)
SLOW BOAT TO CHINA (LET'S GO)
SLOW BOAT TO CHINA (REAL SLOW)
LET'S GO REAL SLOW (REPEAT AND FADE)
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